Easy Rider.

Spec Sheet
A locker specifically designed for the bike room.
Easy Rider.

**Material**
- White melamine carcass
- Waterproof ply base with black finish
- Laminated MDF door (with extensive colour range)

**Features**
- Single GPO with 2 USB outlets per compartment

**Specification**
- (Z) Bulk head or 30 degree slope top (Optional)
- Choice of locking system
Easy Rider Warranty and Technical Data

Warranty Information
Five At Heart products come with a standard 2 year warranty, effective from the handover date.

For the warranty period, we warrant that the equipment (and any materials) we supply will comply with the relevant standards at the date of installation.

This warranty is limited and may be excluded in part or in full in light of user damage or failure to install to Five At Heart specification.

We recommend a monthly visual inspection for signs of damage or need for cleaning.
Contact Five At Heart in the event of product damage.

Technical and Installation Data
Unit requires connecting to standard AC power supply for GPO and USB to function.

Maintenance Requirements
If any moving parts appear to be malfunctioning, discontinue use and contact Five At Heart.

Cleaning
For general care and maintenance, simply wipe away most spills or marks with a damp cloth, or wipe clean with non abrasive household cleaner.
Do not submerge product at any point.
Avoid scourers and abrasives as they will damage the surface.
Do not use waxes or polishing products as they dull the natural shine.
Creating spaces for however you Roll...
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